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Delia Gonzalez
Horse Follows Darkness

Horse Follows Darkness is the second record by Delia Gonzalez, 
her follow up to the album “In Remembrance”.

The title is taken from a werewolf genre film her 8 year old son 
Wolfgang had created. At this time, Wolfgang also turned Delia 
onto a genre of cinema she had always resisted - the American 
Western. 

Delia explains that what she observed “was all relevant - the 
album is based on our personal experience of moving back to 
America (from Berlin) and the journey that followed. The record 
is a manifestation of that, and what one creates for themselves 
under the given circumstances. Coming back to America, I felt 
like a foreigner and NYC / America felt like the Wild West. Most 
Westerns from the 1960s to the present have revisionist themes. 
Many were made by emerging major filmmakers who saw the 
Western as an opportunity to expand their criticism of American 
society and values into
a new genre.”

The narrative of the record is one of re-encountering the frontier 
mentality that shaped the country but somehow never faded. This 
time as a foreigner. The genre of the Western remains pertinent, 
many of the same stories of that brutally deromanticised era are 
still relevant today. America hasn’t changed - the cast, times and 
settings have, but we still hold onto the same ideal.

Horse Follows Darkness is essentially a modern electronic 
soundtrack for the Revisionist Western. Even the idea for the 
record cover is inspired by one of the most well known modern 
Westerns, Robert Altman’s McCabe & Mrs Miller. 

The album was recorded with Abe Seiferth at Transmitter Park 
studios, which Delia likens to “going to the finest tailor”. Abe 
became an integral part of the recording, playing guitar and 
helping to suggest experimenting with different synthesizers, 
something Delia was keen to do. Delia refers to Abe as a magical 
and incredibly intuitive collaborator” regarding the sound of the 
record.

The music that emerged from these recording sessions combines 
a range of influences - from the compositions of Erik Satie to 
‘Salon De Musique’, the solo piano record by Su Tissue (of 
the L.A. punk band Suburban Lawns). The record also took 
on a much different shape and sound with the introduction of 
the Sequential Circuits Prophet VS, as well as a vintage Korg 
Poly synth and the Roland SH-101. The golden era Krautrock 
recordings of bands like Neu!, Cluster & Harmonia were 
touchstones as well, the repetition, swirling soundscapes and 
locked-in rhythm tracks. 

Delia Gonzalez is a Cuban-American musician and artist, 
based in both New York City & Berlin. Her disciplines include 
everything from composer to filmmaker, dancer / choreographer, 
sculptor, painter & performance artist. Her musical career with 
DFA Records began in 2004 when the label released the 12” 
single “Relevee”, followed by the album of cosmic acid-house 
“The Days of Mars”, with Delia and then musical partner Gavin 
Russom.

In 2015, DFA released Delia’s first solo album entitled “In 
Remembrance”, which was a full piano score for a 30 minute 
filmed ballet, a perfect example of the type of work Delia creates 
as a multi-disciplinary artist.
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01. In Through The Light
02. Hidden Song
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04. Horse Follows Darkness
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